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consonants

• consonants are sounds produced with an
egressive flow of air coming out of the mouth
or the nose accompanied by obstruction or
friction in the articulators

• whereas all vowels are voiced, consonants can
be voiced or voiceless depending on the
vibration or otherwise of the vocal cords

•



manner of articulation

• plosives: p b t d k g
• fricatives: f v       
• nasals:   
• affricates:  
• liquids:  
• semi-vowels:  



place of articulation

• bilabial: p b  
• labiodental: f  v
• dental:  
• alveolar: t  d     
• palato-alveolar:     
• palatal: 
• velar: k  g   
• glottal: 



the articulation of the consonant //



the articulation of the consonant //



voicing

• vibration of the vocal cords inside the 
larynx

• the voiceless consonant phonemes are:
/, , , , , , , /

• the voiced consonant phonemes are:
/, , , , , , , , , , , , , /



syllabic consonants

• a syllabic consonant occurs as the nucleus of 
syllables 

e.g.  // 
couple [], middle [], able [],

// 

listen [], rotten [], sudden [] 



consonant minimal pairs

•  tin taught trill

•  thin thought thrill

•  sip niece ice

•  zip knees eyes

•  sin hand ran

•  sing hanged rang



allophonic variation

• aspiration: at the onset of a syllable the 
consonants /, , / are accompanied by a 

sound like [h] 

[, , ] e.g. pain []

• affrication: a plosive is pronounced as an 
affricate

e.g. train [] drain []



English / Italian phonemes in contrast

• long/short opposition

leave [] vs live []

 “I want to leave” and “I want to live”

• laxness: the pronunciation of the six short 
vowels /, , , , , / 

• aspiration: in plosives  pain []

tea [], [h]  hotel []



• dental fricatives /, / thriller  [*]

• non-voicing of syllable initial [] + consonant

e.g. small [], slim [], snail [], 
swim []  [*, *, *, 
*]

• inflections: [] , [], [] 
e.g. books [], claps [] 
trees [], pens [penz], needs //
buses //, washes //



• regular past tense and past participle 
inflections <-ed>  [], [], []

e.g. liked []
lived []

needed []

wanted []



rhoticity and r-linking

• in American English the [r] is always pronounced

• in RP only pre-vocalic /r/ is pronounced, whereas
post-vocalic /r/ is silent:

red [], arrive []

car [], hard []

• r-linking: in RP if a word ending with silent /r/ is
followed by another word beginning with a vowel, the
/r/ is pronounced to link the two words

e.g. the car is parked in the street

  



Group these words according to the 
pronunciation of the digraph <th>:

• bathe, either, faith, leather, these, 
thorough, through, thunder, truth, with

• [ð].....................................................

• [θ].....................................................



Key

• [ð] bathe, either, leather, these, with

• [θ] faith, thorough, through, thunder, 
truth



• Provide the transcription of the 
following verbs, paying attention to the 
third person ending:

drinks, eats, helps,  lives, matches, 
needs, plays, wants, washes, works.



Key:

• drinks [drɪŋks] 
• eats [iːts] 
• helps [helps] 
• lives [lɪvz] 
• matches [mætʃɪz] 
• needs [niːdz] 
• plays [pleɪz] 
• wants [wɒnts] 
• washes [wɒʃɪz] 
• works [wɜː(r)ks]



boring bɔrːɪ__ 
cereal __ɪəriəl
class __lɑsː
fuchsia ˈfju_ː_ə 
hat __æt
honourable ɒn(ə)__əb(ə)l 
jungle __ʌŋɡ(ə)l 
speech spi_ː_
think __ɪŋk
though __əʊ
wrong __ɒŋ

Write the missing consonant phonemes in 
these words



boring bɔːrɪŋ
cereal sɪəriəl
class klɑːs
fuchsia fjuːʃə
hat hæt
honourable ɒn(ə)rəb(ə)l
jungle dʒʌŋɡ(ə)l 
speech spiːtʃ
think θɪŋk
though ðəʊ
wrong rɒŋ

key
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I’ve been reading some interesting research

about how people’s moods are affected by 

sunlight. People from southern countries are 

supposed to be more outgoing than those

from the north. Some scientists have shown

that if you’re not exposed to a certain

minimum amount of sunlight you may well

become depressed.
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The Italian language accepts English 
words easily. Some are used in Italian 
with completely different meanings. An 
example is the word flipper, the game 
called pinball in English.
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CDs have taken over from records, 
which developed from a machine called 
phonograph. However, the inventors of 
the phonograph never thought it would 
be used for music.
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Idioms are not a separate part of the 
language, which one can choose either 
to use or to omit. Instead they form an 
essential part of the general vocabulary 
of English. Present-day English is 
changing and becoming more idiomatic.
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Mass tourism in the mountain regions of 
industrialized countries began after the Second 
World War. This new phenomenon was a result of 
many factors including increases in urban 
population, vacation time and mobility. Today 
because of cheap global air travel almost no 
mountains in any corner of the world are out of 
reach. Damage to the environment caused by 
tourists has become increasingly frequent in recent 
years but it is not necessarily a destructive force. 
Tourism should be better integrated into mountain 
areas with a minimal impact on the environment.



pronunciation in dictionaries

• for learners of English it is important to be 
familiar with the phonetic transcription in order 
to check the pronunciation of words in 
dictionaries and improve their pronunciation

• most dictionaries use IPA symbols, some use 
respelling (Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary)

• some dictionaries use different conventions: e.g. 
door ()], [], [*]



the Lingua Franca Core

• the number of non-native speakers of English 
may be as high as 1 billion!

• some linguists argue in favour of a new 
model of English as a lingua franca (ELF) 
based on a core of nuclear norms

• for pronunciation some core norms have 
been identified (but not all linguists agree!)



some phonetic features that are important for 
intelligibility

• consonants (except for  and ) 

• aspiration of [, , ]

• long/short vowel distinction

• the vowel sound ]
• rhythm and nuclear stress



some phonetic features that are «unimportant»  for 
intelligibility (according to the LFC)

• rhoticity

• the fricatives  and 
• dark []
• voiced intervocalic // (AmE) 

latter [] rhymes with ladder [] 
• elision of post-nasal [t]

twenty []  [] (AmE)



from Wells’ Longman Pronunciation Dictionary 2008

• Proper names

Rachel  []
Anthony []
Aileen []

Burton [(r)]

Hirst [(r)]
Vaughan []

Buchanan [bjuːˈkænən]
Hughes      []

• Geographical names

Galapagos []
Caribbean ]

Yorkshire [(r)-]
Kuwait []
Piedmont []
Cornwall [(r) -]
Thames []


